
Work Experience – Julie Flanagan  



Photographing a newly 
refurbished Social Club 





•Approached by the club President 
•Meeting with the Secretary 
•Meeting with the Bar Steward 



•Discuss what the client wants 
•Collate relevant information  regarding dates/times 
•Talk about price 
 
•Assess the newly refurbished function room(space available, other factors 
such as where entertainment will be and light sockets etc) 
•prepare risk assessment.  
•evening shoot 
•morning shoot 
•viewing photographs making selections for print 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

My approach on achieving the 
requirements asked of me 



Learning outcomes and 
experiences. 

•To be in control – professionally 
•Organise , not only myself but the task I was asked to undertake 
•Time management-vital with both parties 
•Helped with confidence building as a result 
•That clients may not always be as prepared as they intend 
•Communication  lead by the client, with both myself and the 
entertainer 
 
 



Wedding photography 



Advert for a shadow Wedding 
photographer 



•I looked up the photographer on face book and called him via 
messenger.  I realised I had to respond fast which is why I called 
him.   
•We spoke for a long time and he gave me details of  the agenda for 
the day.  
•He also expressed what he required his shadowing partner to do.  



•09.30am meet 
•10.00am Bride to be, being prepared by the makeup artist 
Photograph shoes, rings ,etc 
•Capture the expressions of the groom as he waits for the bride 
•The bride walking up the aisle 
•Wedding ceremony/exchanging or rings/kissing the bride 
•Group photos  
•Bride and groom photo shoot 
•Photograph speeches  
•Lunch with the guests 
•Prepare for the evening photo pop up studio 
•Photograph last dance  
•Pack  equipment up, as we prepare to leave at midnight 
 
 
 

The agenda 





Illustration of the 
pop up studio and 
print station 



Things I would have done differently 
 
•Met potential assistant rather than just speak over the telephone 
•Began earlier to run over brief etc... 
•To have planned with the bride and groom, when/where and who, 
for each shoot after the ceremony 
•Pre shoot with the couple  
•Framed the photos taken in the pop up studio correctly 
•Cropped to ratio anything unsightly before framing and selling to 
clients 



Learning outcomes and experiences. 

•The experience of the pre wedding shoot of bride whilst 
getting ready 
•The pop up studio  
•Printing and framing during the event 
•Photographing an event in a hotel environment 
•How not to do certain things.... 
•Great tips on photographing ideas for weddings such as 
the confetti  shot. 
 



Commercial shoot 



Commercial shoot 
 



Taken from their website 



The agenda 

•Meet 7.00am 
•Debrief on the day in more detail 
•Prepare area for shoot/place banners, lighting and liaise 
with senior management 
•10am shoot 
•Arrange and organise clients whilst they wait for their 
shoot  
•Refreshments  
•Photograph footballer   
•Organise where the lorries need to be for the shoot beside 
the building last shoot of the day 
•Pack  away the equipment, while the photographer 
discussed a few details regarding the photographs and 
organising his next meeting with them 
 
 







•There was no written brief.  
•The area had not been scouted before. 
•Drivers were not briefed and got confused to where the lorries 
needed to go. 
•It was a short notice agreement arranged by email,  - some 
factors may have been difficult to put in place.   
 

Things that were disorganised 



Learning outcomes and experiences. 

•Preparation aspects of this particular job 
•Health and safety issues 
•General experience I got from assisting this shoot 
•Working with senior management  
•Interesting/ learnt a lot 
•Lighting/technical 
 



Downfalls of trying to achieve 
work experience: 

•No reply to my email (Bridgewater Mercury) 
•Previous bad experience with students, so now it 
is company policy not to have students on work 
experience. (Clifton Photographic studios) 
•Cut backs on photographers (Weston Mercury) 
•Freelance photographers  (Immediate Media) 
•Safeguarding aspects (Newborn/child 
photographer-studio) 


